Description:
Inspired by natural phenomena, Branching Bubble BB.07.45 explores the visual tension that results from mixing hand-blown glass with machine-made metal parts.

Lindsey Adelman and her team design and build each fixture to order in their Manhattan studio.

Lead Time:
16 weeks / if in stock, 4 weeks

SKU:
BB-07-45

Specifications:
MATERIALS: machined brass, glass
FINISHES: Brushed Brass, Oil-Rubbed Bronze, Vintage Brass, Satin Nickel
GLASS: clear, grey, white
DIMENSIONS: Includes 36” or 72” stem that can be cut on-site. Longer lengths available upon request.
WEIGHT: 28lb / 13kg
SHADES: 9” Glass Globe
LAMPING:
110V - LED Globe- E26 Socket - 6 Watts - 2500K
220V - LED Globe - E27 Socket - 6 Watts - 2500K
SUSPENSION: Includes 36” or 72” stem that can be cut on-site. Longer lengths available upon request.
CANOPY: Ø 5” x H .25”